ON A GENERALIZATION OF THE PROBLEM
OF QUASI-ANALYTICITY
BY

S. MANDELBROJT AND F. E. ULRICH
Introduction.
The class of all functions analytic in the closed interval
a^x^b,
may be characterized
in the following manner: It is the class of all
functions/(x)
defined and infinitely differentiable
(indicated hereafter as i.d.
functions) in the interval such that to each function there corresponds a positive constant k —k(f) with the property [5](*) that

\fM(x)\<knn\,
Gevray(2),

in studying

the heat equation,

ft 2 1;:« £
introduced

functions

&.

^(x) such

that

I $<">(*)
I < k"(2n)\,

»2 1,

I $<n)(x)I < k«T(an),

« 2 1,

or more generally

where a is a constant greater than unity. These functions are in general not
analytic. In fact, it is possible to construct a function [5] satisfying this last
inequality in a closed bounded interval, and such that the function and all
its derivatives are zero at one point of the interval, but which is not identically zero in the interval.
In the work to follow we shall denote by I either a closed bounded interval
[a, b], or an infinite interval of one of the three forms: (— °°, i>], (— °°, °°),
[a, «>). If {Mn} is a sequence of positive constants, we shall denote by C^n)
the class of all functions/(x)
i.d. in an interval I and such that to each function there corresponds a positive constant k with the property that in I

|/<">(*)I < k"Mn,

«2L

The class of analytic functions and the two classes of Gevray mentioned
above, each defined in a closed bounded interval, are respectively classes
C\n]), C((2n)i)and C(r(<m)j.
The class Cln|j has the property that each function belonging to it such
that the function and its derivatives of all orders are zero at one point of the
interval is identically zero. Or what is equivalent, two functions each belongPresented to the Society, September 10, 1942; received by the editors August 15, 1941.
C1)Numbers in brackets refer to the references listed in the bibliography given at the end

of the paper.
(2) See, for instance,

S. Mandelbrojt,

Rice Institute
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Pamphlet,

vol. 29, 1942.
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ing to this class, and having the same value and the same derivatives
of all
orders at one point of the interval are identically
equal in the interval. A
class Cjj^i having this property
is called quasi-analytic.
Thus the classes of
Gevray are not quasi-analytic.
The physical character
of Gevray's
work indicates the importance
of
knowing necessary and sufficient conditions
on the sequence
{Mn} in order
that the class C{Mn] will be quasi-analytic.
This problem was proposed by
Hadamard(3)
in 1912. Denjoy [3] gave a sufficient condition and Carleman
[2] generalized
Denjoy's condition and gave the complete answer to Hadamard's question.
The following is Carleman's
theorem in a form given by

Ostrowski [8]:
Let T(r) = \.u.b.nn(r"/Mn).
A necessary and sufficient condition that the
class C|Af„)will be quasi-analytic
is that /"log T(r)dr/r2=
<».
If I is the interval 0^x5=27r and C*m„| is the class of functions even and
periodic with period 2tt and belonging to CiM„) in I, the class CiMn) and the
class C(V„) are quasi-analytic
at the same time. In other words, if there exists
a function/(x)
not identically
zero belonging to C{Mn]in I such that the function and all its derivatives
are zero at a point of I, then there exists a function
4>(x) not identically
zero belonging to CfMn]such that the function and all its
derivatives are zero at a point of /.
It is known [4, 5] that if there exists in [0, l] a function/(x)
not identically zero and belonging
to C{Mn], with /(n)(0)=0
(«5:0),
then there exists
in the same interval a function $(x) not identically
zero and belonging to

CiM„l, with $<">(0) =3><">(1)=0 («^0),

and such that <£(x) = $(1 -x).

As a

matter of fact, if C{M„)is not quasi-analytic,
there exists a function $(x) not
identically
zero in [0, l] having the prescribed
properties
and such that
|d>(»'(x)| <M„ («3:1),
[5]. Thus on writing \j/{x) = <I>(x/27r) and continuing
this function by periodicity
with period 27r, one sees immediately
that if
C(m„} is not quasi-analytic,
there exists a function r//(x) belonging to C*Mn\
and not identically
zero, such that ^'"'(O) =^(n)(27r) = 0 («20) and such that
^("'(x) I <Mn (n ^ 1), x in [0, 2t] ; that is, for which the constant k is unity.
It can be shown that if C*Mn\ is not quasi-analytic
then there exists a
function
F(s) =^iZ-iam/ms,
s = o+it, where this series converges
absolutely
in all the plane {aa = abscissa of absolute convergence = — »), the function
F(s) having the following properties:

(i) If M(o-)=XXik»|/w<r>

then M(-n)^M

, n = \, 2, • • • .

(ii) F(-2w)=0forw>«0>0.
(iii) F(s) is not identically zero.
Indeed, if C*m„) is not quasi-analytic,
there exists an i.d. function
$(x) =Y,Z-(Am cos "mx, not identically zero, with $<">(0) = d><">(27r)= 0 (w^O)
and such that

| *(n)(^)

[ < Mn (w^ 1)- We then

(3) J. Hadamard in a communication
des Seances de la Societe Mathematique

have

to Societ6 Mathematique
de France, 1912, p. 28).

de France (Comptes

Rendus
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(1)

*<*'>(0) = (-

dmm2* = 0,

p^h

m=l

But
1 r2'
dm = -

and so after g integrations

I
7T Jo

C0S

by parts we have
1

dm = ±-

r 2t

7rfnq J o

cos «i
$<*>(*)

dx,

sin mx

so that

4.|£-->

2M

?2 1.

Therefore (4)
dm

^

l.u.b.5gl {m*/Mq)

T(m)

Now put am —dm/2cm2 (mStl) where c=Xm=il/wj2Then
P(J) =~52,m=iam/m" has the desired properties.
In the first place

1 - I
») = 2^ I «mI w" = — 2--:—

2m2

But T(m)^mn/Mn,

the

function

1 - «-1
= — 2-,
" c

T(m)

and so
M

00

Af(- «) £-'£

1/w2 = Jlf„.
C

m—1

From (1) it follows that, for n >r2:
1

F(-

=0

2«) = X ffi>»™2"
= —Z
m=l

2c m=l

(_

=-*[2("-D](0)

= 0.

2c

Finally, since 3?{x) is not identically zero, and since $(0) =0, the dm (m St 1)
are not all zero and, all the am are not zero, so that F(s) is not identically zero.
The problem of finding conditions
on the sequence
{Mn \ in order that
the function F(s) =YZ~iam/ms
will be zero when F( — 2n) = 0 («>»0>0)
and
YlZ-i\am\mn<Mn,
is analogous
to, but technically
very different from, problems considered by Carlson, VI. Bernstein
[l] and others, concerning entire
functions/(z),
z=x+iy,
or functions holomorphic
in an angle, and having the

following properties (considering only entire functions):
If m(r) is a function
of r increasing to infinity with r, |/(z) | <m(r) for | z| =r and/(») =0 (n St 1).
What then are conditions on the function m(r) in order that/(z)
will be identically zero? This problem was solved in many circumstances
[l ], and the solutions show that the requirement/(w)
= 0 can be replaced by/(?„)=(),
if the
(4) Such inequalities

were first used by Mandelbrojt.

See [4 or 5].
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I vn\ increase in a suitable manner. In the light of these results it seems natural to suppose that with the same conditions on the sequence {Mn} in the
problem concerning the series ^jdB/ffl',
F(s) will be identically zero if we
suppose F( — vn) = 0, the vn being real and tending toward infinity, with suitable hypotheses
on the mode of increase of the vn.
It seems reasonable then to expect that if the sequence { Mn} satisfies the
conditions of quasi-analyticity,
or a condition analogous to these, a function
belonging to C*M^ will be zero when the function and its derivatives
of orders
vn are zero at a point, provided the integers vn increase in a suitable manner.
It is important to notice that while the conditions on the sequence { Mn}
are the same in order that a function in either the class C^a) or the class C*Mn)
will be zero when it and its derivatives of all orders are zero at a point, it is
impossible to extend to the class C{m„) the notion of quasi-analyticity
when
only those derivatives of certain orders are zero at a point. The very simple
example of the function/(x)
=x, which belongs to every class and which has
derivatives
of orders n 2:2 zero, proves it. This explains why we speak above
only of the class C*Mn\- Nevertheless,
it will also be possible to extend our
results to non-periodic functions of a class C(m„): if the function behaves in a
certain manner at infinity.
'
In a word, we are going to give conditions on the sequence { Mn\ in order
that a function of C*u„) will be identically zero knowing only that a suitable
partial sequence of the derivatives
of the function, along with the function
itself, is zero at a point. In addition, we shall give conditions on the sequence
{Mn} in order that a function/(x)
of C^un) in [0, <»), such that f™\f(x)\dx
< co, will be identically
zero, again knowing only that a suitable partial sequence of its derivatives,
along with the function itself, is zero at a point.
If we still suppose that a suitable partial sequence of its derivatives,
along with the function itself, is zero at a point, but we no longer suppose
that

fg\f(x)\dx<

oo,we shall

prove

that

from our conditions on {Mn\ it follows
If the sequence of the orders of the
is {vm}, the distribution
of the integers
tity Cr= Iim supm,«, (vm/m). In all cases

Part

if lim sup„,«,

|/<n)(0)|

1/n< 00, then

only that lim,,,«, |/(B)(0)| 1/n = 0.
derivatives supposed zero at a point
vm will be characterized
by the quanour results will be valid if onlyG<2.

I

1. It is well known that the classical problem of the quasi-analyticity
of
'C\Mn) is equivalent
to the problem of Watson (see [2, 4, 8]); that is, the problem of determining
necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence {Mn}
in order that a function F(z), holomorphic in a half-plane (say f\.(z) > 1(6)) and
satisfying
the inequality
| F(z) | <Mn/\z\",
will be identically
zero. Our
method consists in the very generalization
of Watson's
problem and the
solution of the problem thus generalized.
(5) 3^(z) denotes the real part of z.
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We shall define analytic

functions

Fi(z) and F2(z) as follows: If /(x)

be-

longs to CfMn],
f(x)e~X!dx.
o

If f(x) belongs to C{M„], where the interval
of definition
0 ^ x < =o, and f{x) is such that fo\ f(x) \dx< » , we define

is taken

to be

»«- f f(x)e~x-'dx.
J 0

The function Fi(z) is an entire function and F2(z) is holomorphic in the
right half-plane 3\(z) >0, and bounded there. That is, if z is any point of
<f\(z) >0, I F2(z) I is less than the constant /0°°\f(x) \ dx. If we integrate n times
by parts, we have
n-L /(m)(0)

(2)

Fx(z) = (1 - e"2-)Z-—+
m=0

(3)

*-i /•(•»)(())

F*r» = Z "-—

zm+1

1

1

~

+ —

fw{x)e~x'dx,

for all z,

z"J0

fM(*)r"dXr

5l(z) > 0.

In the classical case, where all derivatives of f(x) are supposed zero at the
origin, the sums appearing in (2) and (3) are zero, which enables one to pass
directly to Watson's problem. In that case, for any a>0, in the right halfplane T<(z) 2a both | Fi(z)| and | F2(z)| are less than cknMn/\z\ » where c
is a constant and k depends only on/(x). This is not true, however, in the case
when it is only known that a suitable partial sequence of the derivatives of f(x)
vanish at the origin.
Along with the hypothesis that the derivatives of j(x) of orders vn are zero
at the origin, we shall first assume that lim supn<00 |/(n)(0) [1/n < 00 . This restriction will be removed later.
While, from what was stated in the introduction,
it seemed natural to
conceive of our problem for the class C*M„], composed of all even periodic
functions belonging to C^M^, and this problem certainly does not have meaning for all functions of this latter class, it will be expedient to begin our study
for those functions of C(jfn) for which such a study is possible without supposing periodicity. The periodic case will be treated in Part II.
Let us first prove the following simple lemma:

Lemma I. Let {vn\ be a sequence of positive integers, and {X„| the sequence
of integers complementary to the sequence {vn} with respect to the non-negative

integers. If

(a)

lim inf — 2 G' > 1,
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then
(b)

lim sup— £—--■
n-.»

n

G — 1

Conversely, from (b), with G' > 1, follows (a).
Denote

by M(t) the number

of integers

vn^t,

and by A7^) the number

of

integers X„^/. If X„?£2<Xn+i, then, for /2Xi
Xn
t
— ^ -

n

X„+l
< -,

N(t)

n

from which it follows that lim inff,«, (t/N{t)) =lim infn,M (X„/«). Thus from (a)

wehave that lim supt~«,(N{t)ft) ^ 1/G'. On the otherhand, M(0 + N(t) = [/] +1,
where

[t] is the greatest

integer

contained

M(t)

in t. But from this it follows that

N(t)

lim inf-(<-.»
t

lim sup-=
<->»
t

1.

Since lim sup,^ (N(f)/t) g 1/G', we have that lim inf,,«, (If(0/0
_(1/G') = (G'-1)/G',
and (b) follows from this.
The converse

also follows immediately

21

from the above considerations.

2. Theorem
I. Suppose f(x) belongs to C{Afn)in the interval 0^x<
°o and
is such that f^ \f(x) \dx< <x>.Moreover, suppose lim sup„^„ |/c"'(0) 1*'"< oo and

/('»)(0)=0
(w21).
where T(r) =l.u.b.„^i
If we denote

// hm supro,„ (vm/m)<2, and if f?\og
(r"/M„), then f{x) is identically zero.

by R (< »)

the number

lim sup*^,

T(r)dr/r2=

,

|/(n)(0) [1/n and

let

Pß = R+ß, where ß is any positive number, the series S.o/(m)(0)a"+1
converges uniformly in |z| 2P/s to a holomorphic
function $(z). Let y be any
positive number and denote by D(ß, y) the region common to |z| 2P/j and
f\(z) ^.y. Then in D(ß, y), from (3) we have

(4)

P>(z) - *(z) = —

z" J 0

Since lim supn<0O |/(n)(0)

f™(x)tr"dx - X)

| lln = R, there

is a constant

/(»)(0)
P>max

(P, 1) such

that |/(n)(0)| <?" for all «21- Now let ß be chosen so that Pß>P>\.

Then

in |z| StPfl
A

/Cm)(0)

(5)
where Ki is a constant.
On the other hand,/(x)

P*

"

—1 \Z2jr0
belongs

Pm
psm+1

1
p$-

P"

KlP"

p

to C|Mnl in 05Sx<oo

and

so |/(n,(x)|

1942]
<k"Mn
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for 0^x<

oo( where

k depends

271
only onf(x),

from

which

it

»2

1,

«2

1.

»2

1,

follows that
I 1 CX
—

I

k"Mn f °° I

f(n)(x)e-xzdx

<-.—r—

I z" J0

I

\e-xz\dx.

I z\" Jo

Hence for all z in <r\(z)27,
1 r™

knMn r

— I ßn)(x)e-"dx

(6)

K2knMn

e—<xdx= —:—:-,

< -,—r— I

Z"J0

z " J0

where k2 is a constant.

From (4), (5) and (6), it results that in D(ß, y)
,

\F2{z) - $(z)
If lim inf„<0O (M„)1/n>0,

KiP" + K2knMn

<-j—;->

Iz r

there is a constant

c such that

cvM

I F2(z) - 4>(z)I < -r-r- -'

I z I"

for all z in -D(/3, 7). But since /"log

of Watson's

problem

T(r) dr/r2 = 00, by Carleman's

[4, 8], F2(z)=$(z)

solution

in D(ß, 7).

If lim inf„_„, (Af„)1/n = 0, to any positive constant
q (< 00) there corresponds a sequence
{«<} of integers such that M\lni <q (»21). Therefore
in

D(ß, 7)
1

KiPni

I F2(z) - *(z) I <-r-j-

+

K2kniqni

Qni

< -r-r—»

|z|n;

]z|"''

i 2 1,

where Q (< 00) is a constant. If we denote by {Af„' } the sequence such that
M'ni= Qni (^21) and Ml = K1Pn+ n2knMn, n not equal to any »,-, then in

D(ß, 7)
F2(z)

-

*(z)

< T-7-

I zr

Now if we let Ti(r) = l.u.b.„ai (rn/MJ),
r>Q, we have
Ti(r) 2 l.u.b.
iii

■

then Fi(f) = 00 for r><2. For, if

= l.u.b. (r/0">
M'ni

= 00.

,äi

Therefore /i°°log Ti(r) dr/r2= 00 and again F2(z) = ^(z) in D(ß, 7).
Thus, under the hypotheses of the theorem, we have in all cases that
F2{z) = ^(z) in D(ß, 7) and hence in the entire region of definition of the functions.
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If weletvKf)=P2(l/f),<Kf) is holomorphicin 31(f)>0, and in |f| <1/R,
CO

(7)

00

'

CO

*(r) = Z /(""(o)rm+1
= f Z /(X»>(o)r>™
= fZ
w»=0

m=l

m=l

where {Xm} is the sequence of integers complementary
to the sequence {vm}
with respect to the non-negative integers. By hypotheses /„" |/(x) \dx< <x>and

so I F2(z)I ^fo \f(x) Idx for all z in <Rfz)>0. Therefore we have that i£(f) is
holomorphic and bounded in 5^.(f) >0 and is given by (7) in | f | <l/R.
The conclusion of the theorem is now obtained
which for later reference will be stated as

from the following

fact,

Lemma II. Let the function F(z) be defined by the series Zm-iö>»zXm in
\z\ <p and let G' = lim infm.M (\m/m). If F(z) is not identically a constant, in
each closed angle with vertex at the origin and with opening 2ir/G', one of the two
following possibilities must exist. Either
(i) F(z) has a singular point, or

(ii) F(z) is not bounded.
This result is a part of a theorem

of Mandelbrojt.

For the proof see [6'

p. 15 ft.].
Since {vm} and {XOT}are complementary
sequences with respect to the
non-negative
integers, and since lim supm,M (vm/m) < 2, it follows from Lemma
I that G' >2. Hence there exist closed angles in the right half-plane with vertex at the origin and with opening 2-k/G'. Therefore ^(f) must be identically
a constant
since neither
(i) nor (ii) is true for i^(f) in the right halfplane. Moreover,
since i^(0)=0,
this constant
must be zero. Therefore
am =/(Xm) (0) = 0 for all m S: 1. Thus all derivatives
off(x), along with f(x) itself,
are zero at x = 0 since /("m)(0) =0, m = 1. Then, since /flog T{r) dr/r2= «, the
class C[m„) is quasi-analytic
and/(x) is identically zero.
3. If the restriction f£ \f(x)\ dx< °° is removed, the following result can

be obtained:
Theorem

II. Suppose f{x) belongs to Cj^j

m St 1. Moreover,

andif /'log

suppose

T(r) dr/r2=

lim sup«^«,

|/(n)(0)

in 0 = x< <x>and /("m)(0) =0'

11/n< oo. If lim supm,„

(vm/m) <2'

«, then lim„,B |/Cn)(0)11'» = 0.

In order to prove this theorem

we shall use the following lemmas.

Lemma III. Let Q(s) be defined by the Dirichlet series S.A«"W.
lim infm^«, tim/w=L>0.

Let e be a positive quantity

where

and si = o_i+i<i. If d(s) is

holomorphic in the circle \s —Si\ = (7r/Z,)(l + 6)(6) andif\d{s)\

<Minthis

circle

(6) A function represented by a Dirichlet series, which, of course, we suppose always to
have an axis of convergence, will be said to be holomorphic at a point o-o+i/o, if it is possible to
continue analytically the function given by the sum of the series along the line t = tt>through the
point <ro+t'o. The value 8(ao+it<i) is the value given by this continuation.
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then for each j = 1, 2, • ■■,
\di\\gj{u,)\e-»^<KtM,
where Kt is independent

(8)

of j, a\ and M, and

g,{z)=z

Ö' (1- i/ul)Q).
n—!,»></

If 0(s) is bounded in the whole strip \ t\ <ir/2, and if L>2,
it is then evident that dj = 0 for every j = 1, 2,
This lemma was proved by Mandelbrojt
him in the proof of the theorem which is given
fied form as Lemma II. Lemma III was also

Mandelbrojt

since pi>0

•••.
[6, p. 14 ff.] and was used by
in the present paper in a modiproved for entire functions by

and Gergen [7].

From Lemma III results the following lemma which was given by Mandelbrojt in his lectures at Rice Institute
and for which we shall now give the

proof:
Lemma IV. Let F(z) be given in the neighborhood of the origin by the Taylor
seriesYlZ-\0,mz"m,
sector \z\ <perlL,

with lim \nim^ (um/m) =D >L. If F(z) is holomorphic
|argz|
<ir/L, then lim supm,K \am\ll"m^23/p(s).

in the

If we put z = e~*, the function $(5) = F(e~s) is holomorphic
for values of
s = a-\-it such that cr> —log p—ir/L, \ t\ <ir/L, and in a half-plane <r>c, 4>(s)
is given

by the series Zra-i^mß-'""5-

There exists therefore a constant e>0 such that 4>(s) is holomorphic
in
the circle \s— so\ ^(t/Z?)(1+€).
where s0= —log p. Hence by Lemma III we

have

(9)
where

j 0,11g](Uj)I < KMp-v,
gy(z) is again

the function

\s-s0\
We now evaluate

defined

in (8) and

M = max |$(z)|

in

g(*/D)(l+e).

g/juy). Since the um are increasing

positive

integers.

Pi+k = Pi + k,

k > 0,

Pi-k ^ Pi — k,

0 = k < j.

and
Therefore
(') We suppose m>0, and as usual, to m» increasing
(8) We again suppose mi>0.

to infinity.
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2

-w-w-/

2

Mi

2

n a - mi/*o= Mi IT

gi(Pi)I = Mi

p=—j+l,p*Q

mj

n'

m=ßj—j+l,m^j

i1 -

(10)

= w[L m=l,n'm^fij 11-

i1-! L m=l
nil-

m//™2
i1V)
•
-J

But since

Mi LI' (1 - Pil1™)= limzYl (1 - z lm)-~m=l,m?*pj

Z—*Hj m=\

M.

2

= limz->fi

we see that

the left member

1

sin 7tz

/ty

X

/i2 — z2

of this last equality

is equal

to —/xycos 7rjuy/2

= (-l)^-Vy/2.
On the other hand,

m-l

L m-1

W

J L m=l

0,-1)1

«

J

(2m,-;)!

j

0" - 1) KMi- i)! M,!(*»i- j)!
i

(2ui - j)\

(?*<-/3!

Mi [(Mi - i) !]2i'!

ml

Pi M;!(Mi- i) ! (Mi - i) b"!
i

i

Pi

Pi

—

Mj

^sIlLj-f^Pj

_ _ 22»'->2»> = — 23»>'->.

From (10) we then have that

l s/M*)
12 {Pi/m^v
From (9) it then follows that

\ai\SKJi(j/,t)2*"-i-ip-1',
and from this the statement
of the lemma results immediately.
We are now ready to pass to the proof of Theorem II. It should be noticed
that even under the present hypotheses,
the function F2(z) defined by (3)
exists for each z in 'rx.(z) >0 and is holomorphic
there. For,
(9) If m, "j, the quantity
appears.

in the second brackets

must be taken equal to unity wherever

it
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/(*)=/(o)+ J r0 I'm,
and

\f'(x)\<kMi

in 0^x<oo,

so that

|/(x) | = |/(0) | +kMix,

0 = x<°c.

Therefore fof(x)e~xzdx converges uniformly in 2^(z) = a >0 and defines a holomorphic function there. But under the present hypotheses
it can no longer
be said that F2(z) is bounded in <R.(z)>0 and so it is not possible to draw the
same conclusions as in Theorem I. However, the function \p({) = /^(l/f)
is
holomorphic
in <Z\(f)>0 and is given by the series fZm-i/(X",>(0)rx™ m

I f I < 1/2? where i? = lim sup„^M |/(n,(0) 11'n. By Lemma I, lim infm.M(Xm/w) > 2
since lim sup»,^ (vm/m) < 2. Hence we can apply Lemma IV with L = 2 to the
function iA(f). The sequence {ßm} is replaced
by the sequence
{Xm+l},
am=/<Xm)(0) and p can be any positive number. Therefore

lim sup |/<x»'(0) I1"» £ 23/p,
m—*oo

and since p is any positive

number

lim |/(n)(0)
n—♦ oo

= lim \f^(0)

I1'*"= 0.

m—»oo

4. We now pass to the case in which it is not assumed
that
lim sup„^„ |/(n)(0)j 1/n< oo. In this case the radius of convergence
of the
series Xm-i/<x",)(0)fx",+I
may be zero and then the series no longer represents
ip($). But we shall see that due to the relation which exists between this series
and the function, it is possible to consider the series as somewhat analogous
to an asymptotic
development
in order to obtain some properties of «KDIt is useful first to establish some preliminary
lemmas.

Lemma V. If <3?(z)is not identically zero and is holomorphic in \ z\ = 1 except
possibly at z= — 1, and is bounded in this circle, then

log I $(eie) I dd > - oo.
This lemma is well known. A proof is given by Ostrowski [8].
Let {N„] be a sequence of positive numbers and {p-n} a sequence of positive numbers increasing to infinity. If co is any positive number, we define
rw(r) = l.u.b.-•

.fei

Nn

Lemma VI. Let {Nn} be a sequence of positive numbers and {un} a sequence
of positive numbers increasing to infinity. Suppose A(^) is holomorphic and

bounded in %(!;) 2 0, and
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(11)

I A(Q 1 < , ,

[September

»2 1, »»31(0 2 0,

where k is a constant. If /"log T01(r)dr/r2 = to, then A (£) = 0.

From (11) we have

U(Ö

'

1

^-n—i-1

1

' ~ Lu.b.,i, [(|{| fk)^/Nn]

=-1—i-'

t.( U I /*)

*l(Ö 2 o,

and hence
(12)

log

Now let £=(l-z)/(l+z)

= -l0gTB(|{|/*).

and 5(z) =A [(1 -z)/(l+z)].

5(a) is then holo-

morphic in |z| =1 except possibly at z= — 1, and is bounded in this circle.
If A(g) were not identically zero, 5(a) would not be identically
zero and by
Lemma V we would have

J" logIB(e")
\dd= j 'logIA

I&>

It would then follow from (12) that

2

CT
/ I 1 - eieI \
logr„ -li-lt)^=
Jo
\k\ 1 +

r 1
/ 11 -eie I \
I logrj-1,--Add
J_T
U| 1 + «"|/
< -

But on letting (l/k) \ (1 -eiS)/(l
first integral

J**

I /I —
log U I-)\d0

1

< oo.

+ e<e)\ = (l/k) tan (0/2) =r we see that the

is equal to

2k rl0gT°ir)dr,
Joo i1 ++ r2k2
r2
and since limr<00 [r2/(1 +r2&2)] =l/k2,

we would have

' log T«(f)

dr < oo,

which is contrary to hypotheses.
Hence it must be true that A(£) =0.
We shall now prove the following lemma concerning series which are
analogous to an asymptotic series. This lemma is a generalization
of the theorem of Mandelbrojt
which is given in the present paper as Lemma III.

Lemma VII. If the sequence {dn\ is such that there exist a sequence {Nn}
of positive numbers, a sequence {un} of increasing
positive numbers with
lim inf„»„ (ju„/«) = G' > 2, a positive quantity a)<l—2/G',the
two sequences and
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the quantity co related by /"log Tw(r)dr/r2= », and a function 0(s), s=<r+it,
holomorphic and bounded for 11\ <ir/2, satisfying for every 0 < 5 < 1 the inequalities

6(s) - X) 4«-'"'

< LjA7^-""",

»2

1,

* <*(!-

5)/2, <7> 0-5,

where L$ and crädepend only on 6",2&e»J„ = 0 (k St 1).
The proof has some points in common with the proof of the theorem of
Mandelbrojt
given as Lemma III. The function gj(z) given by (8) is entire
and odd. Hence its expansion in powers of z contains only odd powers:
. .

-A

(i)

2p+l

gAV = Z^Cip+iZ
p—O

In the paper by Mandelbrojt

and Gergen

[7], it was proved

that

(13)
where .4, depends only on e.
Define the function 6j(s) as follows:

6A*) = Z-C2p+i6>

(s).

Let e > 0 and a positive 5 < 1 be chosen so that co' = 1 - (2/G') (1 + e) - 5 > co> 0.
We shall now prove that the series defining0j(.s) converges uniformly and absolutely in the strip Se: \t\ <7r(co'4-5)/2.
If s is any point of Se, each point u of
the circumference
7: \u— s\ = ir(l-re)/G'
is in the strip \t\ <ir/2. Then by
Cauchy's integral formula,
e(2p+l)(s) j =

(2p+l)l

C \Ku)\\du\
-

(2p+l)\M

s\2»+2

= [tt(1 + €)/G']2"+1

where M is the bound on 6(s) in |/| <ir/2. Therefore
and (13) with e replaced by e/2, we have that in Se
Cfl „(2p+d^,_
C2P+18
(s)\£

MA

n

+ e/212^

and so the series defining dj{s) converges uniformly
it also follows from this last inequality that

(14)

*

/l

+ «/2\2p+1

IOAs)I = MA.nT. ~-~

for each j in 5t, where Kt depends

p=o \

1 + e /

only on e.

from this inequality

>

and absolutely.

= KtM,

Moreover
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[September

If we let
n

Hn(s) = d(s) - X dme-»™\
m= 1

we have by hypothesis

that in \t\ <7r(l — 5)/2, <r>crj,

I Hn(s) I < LsNne-"-",
Let 5e,s be the half-strip defined by | /| <iru'/2,
is any point of the half-strip

point of the half-strip
formula

a >crs-\-ir(l-\-e)/G'

Se,s, each point of the circumference

1.

=<rs • If 5
y will be a

|<| <7r(l —6")/2, <7>o-j. Then by the Cauchy integral

for Hn2p+1)(s) we have that in St,s
0

(2p+l)

This inequality

(15)

»2

„

2p+l

^ (2p + 1) \LsNne-^

-

(s) + 2-, dmUm e

[t(1 + e)/G']w

along with (13) yields that in St,s

C2p+i^0

Now consider

(s) + 2^,dmßn e

J j < At,iL,Nne \~7~+—/

the series

C2p+i 0
p=0

W + 2^

L

By (15) this series converges

e

m=l

uniformly

J

and absolutely

in St,s and in this

half-strip is equal to

0j(O + ]C
m=l

""'[ Z)C2p+lMmP
J = 0,<S)+ ]C dmgj(Pm)e
\ p=0

/

m=l

But since gj(um)=0
for m^j,
if »2j\
this last expression
Jfrdjgj{uj)e~i'is, and again from (15) it follows that in St,s

I

-fcdigi(p,)<r-n-1^ ^./iLi^B«r-"»'2 (-)
p=o \

where ÜT/ depends only on e.
Let 77= T7i-f-r)2i= s/u>'. Then
iji><r//w',
|??2| <tt/2

=
1+ e /

if we let Ej(v) =0,(r;co').

becomes

Nner*",
. .
»2 7.
we have

I £,-(i) + dig3{nJ)er»<''i
I < L5.fi:e'
tf««-^-'"»,
Now let £ = e" and denote by -4,-(£) the function corresponding
transformation
to £,-(n) +djgj(pj)e'~l'iü''''. We then have in the domain

by 4\(£)>0,

k| >C'«/M', since |£|

67-(s)

that

in

» 2 j.
by this
defined
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.
But then there

exists a constant

.-.
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lsk:n„

k>l

such that

for every

1=»</'

uk: k"'""nn

-4/(0 <

£ Iw'm»

in 51(f) >0, I£I >e"v'°'. Thus we have that

\ A,■(}■)
\<-v-r,-,

»2 1,

in 3\(f)>0, |f| >e°'s/".
Now let
A{il) =Ai(a
where a = e"'s/"' +1.
that it is bounded

+ &/llk:,

-4(f) is holomorphic
in f\(f) 20 and from (14) it follows
in this closed half-plane.
From the above inequality
we

have that

U(ö

Ui(a + f)l
k"'""nn
=J—zr-r1,—^t—,—rr—<

ka'""nn
\y\ , '

w = 1-

in 3\(f) 2 0, since a is a real positive quantity.
Since co'>co, if f"log rw(r)dr/r2 = <x>,then /flog tw>(r)dr/r2 = <x>.Thus all
the conditions of Lemma VI are satisfied by the function -<4(f) and the sequences {ju„} and {N„}, where the co of that lemma becomes the present co'.

Therefore A (f) =0, and we have that ^4,(f) =0. From this it follows that

$i(s)= - digfai)<r»\
From (14) we then have that

\dj\\ gjfjij)I «r«*< mkt
for all a. And since this inequality

holds for all or, and since ui>0,

it follows

that dj = 0 for j = l, 2, • • • . With this the lemma is proved.
Let there be given a sequence { Mn} of positive numbers, a sequence
of positive integers and a positive constant co. We shall define

r.(r)

= l.u.b. -r—
nil

Mk+1

where {X„} is the sequence of positive integers complementary
quence {vn} with respect to the non-negative
integers.

Theorem
fo\f(x)\dx<

{vn\

to the se-

III. Suppose f(x) belongs to C[m„] *» 0 = x< <x>and is such that
oo. Moreover,

suppose f-"^^)

= 0(»21)-

7/G = limsup„^„

{vn/n)
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<2, and if there exists a positive constant co<2/G—
= oo, then fix) is identically zero.

We shall again consider

[September

1 such that folog

Ta{r)dr/r'1

F2(z) defined by (3), but now in the half-plane

3\.(z)2<*>0. We then have in this half-plane
n-1

F2(z)
»=0

Since/(x)

belongs

Urn)

1

/<»>(0)

C 00

Z "Jo

Z

to C{Ar„)in 0 = x< oo, it follows that

_

=! /<->(0)

F2(z) - 2^

-o

z m+l

cknMn

» = 1,

<

in Rfz) Sta, where c is a constant.
If we let z = e\ s=o+it,
and ^(s) = F2(e8), on recalling
(«21), the last inequality
becomes
-2^/(x",)(0)e_(x'"+1)s

(16)

that /^-'(O)

=0

< c/fex»+1ikfx„+ie-(X»+1)ff

in L>a, where Da is the image of %.{z) 2« by the transformation
z = e*. Here
{X„} is the sequence of integers complementary
to the sequence {p„\ with
respect to the non-negative
integers. Let G' = lim inf«^ (X„/«). If we let
Mn=X„+l,
it is evident
that G' = lim inf,,^
{an/n). Since by hypotheses

G<2, we have by Lemma I that G'>2.
To each 0< S < 1, there corresponds a number o-j such that
the half-strip |/| <w(l—S)/2,
o~>o~$is a point of Da. Therefore

each point of
from (16) we

have that in this half-strip
•*{s) -Y,fam)(Q)e~"mS
where

»2 1,

< Nne-"'",

Nn = ck>"'Mlln.

We also have
r(ßlt\n

rM(r) = l.u.b.näl

= — l.u.b.

= l.u.b.
Nn

nai

ck}n+1M\n+i

ck

nil

M\n+ikX"

- - T (—)

ck "V*1'-/'

From this it is then evident that the divergence of /i"log rw{r)dr/r2 follows
from the divergence of /"log Tw(r)dr/r2.
Thus Sf'(s) satisfies all the conditions on the function 6(s) in Lemma VII,

where _p»>(0)= dn. Hence by this lemma /(Xn)(0) =0, »21.
derivatives

of/(x)

as well as the function

But then all the

itself are zero at x = 0.
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On the other hand, since « < 2/G7»

= l.u.b.nil

= l.u.b.M„

nil

1 = 1 -2/G'

281

< 1, if r>l:

= l.u.b.M\n+i

nil

= r" l.u.b.M\„+i

nil

M xn+l

= raTa(r).

Therefore from the divergence of /"log Tu(r)dr/r2 results the divergence of
/"log T(r)dr/r2, and so under our present hypotheses
the class C(jf„) xs quasianalytic. Therefore/(x)
=0 and the theorem is proved.

Part

II

5. If/(x) belongs to Cfjfj* G = lim sup„,oo (f„/«) is always less than or equal
to 2. For, the sequence \vn] of the orders of the derivatives
supposed zero
at the origin must contain all the odd integers, since all the odd derivatives are
zero there. If lim sup„<00 |/(n)(0)| 1/n< °o with no further restrictions
on G,
we will prove that/(x)
is a trigonometric
polynomial

Theorem
lim sup„^w

IV. If f(x) belongs to CfMn]where /flog
|/<n'(0)|11"<

In this case we consider

the function

p 2t

Pi(z) = I
Jo

T(r)dr/r2=

°o, then f{x) is a trigonometric

=o, and if

polynomial.

Fi(z) defined by (2)
n—1 /("»)(())

f{x)e-"dx = (1 - e~2**)T.-—

™=o zm+l

1

C 2*

+ —

fM{x)e~"dx.

z"Jo

Suppose

f(x) = 2~Za">c°s wx.
m=0

Then
oo

(17)

Fi(z) = J2am
m=o

« 2ir

\

w

e~x' cos

(Z

dx = z(l - e-2ri!) £-—

J o

•

™=o z2 + m2

The above termwise integration
is valid and the series obtained converges uniformly in any bounded closed region; that is, the remaindery,"=„am/(z2-\-m2)
tends uniformly to zero as n tends to infinity. As in the case of Part I, since
/"log T(r) dr/r2 = oo, Fi(z) is given by

»
Fx(z) = (1 -

e-2™) £
771=0

/(«)(())
J—~7m+l

■

in |z| >P, where P = lim sup„^.M |/(n)(0)| 1!n< °°. But this latter series converges to a holomorphic function in |z| >R and so it follows from (17) that
am = 0 for m>R. This proves the theorem.
6. In the case in which it is no longer assumed that lim sup„,„
|/(n)(0) | 1/"
< oo, we have the analogue of Theorem III of Part I:
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Theorem

V. Suppose fix) belongs to CfMn}and /('")(0)=0

G = lim supn^oo (?„/«)< 2 and if there exists a positive constant
that f™ log Tu{r) dr/r2 = °o , thenf(x) is identically zero.

Here again we consider

Friz)
-y.

1-e-2**

the function

/<»>(0)
-=-

jTo

If

Fi(z) and from (2) we have

1

Zm+l

(«5:1).

u><2 /'G — 1 such

r2*

z»il - e-2**) J o

f<-r)ix)e-x*dx.

Then in 1\(z) 5:7 > 0,

Fiiz)

_ <g /«»>(0)

c'k"Mr
<

1 -

e-2"

m=0

zm+1

where c' is a constant.
If we let z = e8 and ^is) = Fiie*)/i\-e-2™),
(«5:1), this last inequality
becomes

¥(s) - }2fM(0)e-

on recalling

that

f>»>(0)=0

< c'k^+lMK+ie-^"+1)'.

But this is precisely inequality
(16) with c replaced by c'. Therefore
case also the theorem now follows immediately
from Lemma VII.

in this
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